Lambda Alpha National Anthropology Honor Society
50th Anniversary, 1968-2018

Entry Form and Rules for
50th Anniversary
Lambda Alpha Founder’s
Student Paper Competition

Author’s Name: ____________________________________________________________

Paper Title: ______________________________________________________________

Paper Topic Category: Anthropology field and subfield, please specify:
________________________________________________________________________

Author’s Email: ____________________________________________________________

Faculty Sponsor’s Name: ____________________________________________________

Email: ___________________________________________________________________

University and Chapter: _____________________________________________________

Undergraduate or Graduate Student Category (please indicate): ______________________

**Faculty Sponsor:** Please submit 1 undergraduate student paper entry and 1 graduate student entry per chapter. For each applicant, email two electronic copies of the paper and entry competition form in pdf format. Send one copy to the Lambda Alpha National Office, laanthro.org, subject line: LA Paper Comp. Please send a second copy to Dr. Robert Phillips at rfphillips@bsu.edu.

Dr. Phillips is the paper competition coordinator.

In the email subject line to Dr. Phillips, please state Lambda Alpha Paper Comp.

Faculty sponsors will receive an email confirming receipt of an entry within a week of submission.

**Submission deadline for papers is April 15, 2018.**

**Questions? Contact:**
Dr. Robert Phillips, Department of Anthropology, Ball State University
email: rfphillips @bsu.edu
Information and Rules for 50th Anniversary Lambda Alpha Founder’s Student Paper Competition

The topic of the paper can be about any subject in the four fields of anthropology.

Submissions should be single authored papers and represent the author’s original work.

The papers will be reviewed by a panel of four judges.

The identity and academic affiliation of the paper authors will not be known to the judges.

Papers will be ranked according to subject, purpose, and writing skill.

Winners will be announced in early to middle June 2018.

Paper entries must be submitted from current students actively pursuing an undergraduate degree or graduate degree in anthropology in a department with an active Lambda Alpha chapter.

Submissions from students that have graduated before 2018 will not be accepted.


Please include a title page with the following information: paper title, author name, chapter, faculty sponsor, department, university, author’s email address and faculty sponsor’s email address.

Paper length: undergraduate student paper entries 15 page maximum, including references cited. Graduate student paper entries: 20 page maximum, including references cited.

In-Text Citation and References Cited Format: APA, American Psychological Association, www.apastyle.org